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We're here in New York tonight where LG just took the cover of its next big device, Nitro HD. It's on the way to AT&amp;A. T, where it will overrun the carrier's latest and largest 4G LTE network. Hit the break for my first impression. The first thing you will notice about Nitro HD is that big and beautiful screen. It is 4.5 inches all said with 720p HD IPS display technology. What does
that mean? Well, for starters, LG was able to pull off a 1280 x 720 resolution, which translates to 326 pixels per inch. It's the same resolution as HTC's Rezound and Samsung's Galaxy Nexus, and compared with The Rezound, it looks amazing at the same level, if not a little brighter. LG says it is capable of up to 500nit brightness, making it one of the brightest displays on the
market, which I believe after using firsthand. Besides the screen, you have LG's custom software running on top of Android 2.3.5, the latest gingerbread build. No ice cream sandwich to see here, but we're willing to put money on the fact that LG won't be leaving this flagship device behind when Android 4.0 starts making its rounds. The Nitro HD push together is an impressive
dual-core Qualcomm APQ8060 dual-core processor of 1.5 GHz and 1 GB RAM. I've noticed no slowing down, no delays, and usually a nadoma response, although I want to put it through some heavy duty tasks before I decide how fast it really is. And speaking of Quick, let's not forget AT&amp;A's LTE radio T inside. If you're lucky enough to be in a coverage area, you're going to
be enjoying some blistering data speeds. So how does Nitro HD stack up other monsters to hit the market this holiday season? My first instinct is to say that Nitro HD holds its own. It's an amazing device: super thin, super light, and super fast. If you are an AT&amp;A customer T and uns astond by what Galaxy S II Skyrocket or HTC Vivid have to offer, it might be worth giving LG a
chance. I will put Nitro HD through its steps over the next few days to give you full detail on the good, the bad, and the ugly. You can pick one yourself on December 4, when NITRO HD hits the market for $249.99 on a two-year contract. Until then, check out some more shots below. High-definition digital video recording (HD) devices are becoming more available, and affordable,
for consumers. DVRs offer all the functionality of standard DVR (like TiVo) but also allow viewing and recording of HD broadcasts. Satellite providers have DVRs HD available for purchase. There are also Media Center computers and HD-compatible TV capture cards. Satellite TV comes in two varieties, DirecTV and Dish Network. Each company offers a high-definition digital video
recorder that also works as a satellite receiver. Network - Offers customers the ViP722 DVR, dual receiver, two HD TV and DVR receiver. It's Dish Network's top receiver, as it allows you to watch and record both HD and SD broadcasts, using the receiver as a DVR. It's a dual receiver for recording one program while watching another and includes a hard drive up to 350 hours of
SD recording, and up to 55 hours of HD recording. The cost of this little unit? $549.99 for the receiver, then your monthly satellite payment (currently $19.99 and up depending on your programming). DirecTV - Offers an HD DVR that includes the built-in TiVo service on the receiver. Not only do you get HD broadcasts for recording, but you also get a fully functional TiVo DVR. It
features dual receivers, a 250GB hard drive and a TiVo EPG. DirecTV now offers DVR HD with TiVo for $499 thereafter. Cable TV providers offer HD DVRs at a very reasonable price and a much better price than satellite providers. For as little as $10 a month, you can have a fully functional high-definition digital video recorder with over 100GB of dual receiver storage space. Most
cable companies now offer low monthly hd DVR service, providing their customers with a Motorola DCT6412 HD DVR or Atlanta 8300HD Scientific DVR, depending on the cable provider. It's really nice to have a low-priced HD DVR like this. After satellite and cable, hd digital video recording options include Sony's brand of DVRs HD (which only work with analog cable TV) and
computers with high-definition TV capture cards. Sony produces two HD DVR models, THE DHG-HDD500 and DHG-HDD250. These two DVDs work with existing analog cable systems and include a free electronic programming guide (EPG). They also include an antenna for recording a free-to-air HDTV. DHG-HDD500 can record and store at least 60 hours of high-definition video
and up to 400 hours of standard-definition video, while HDD250 can record at least 30 hours of high definition and up to 200 hours of standard-definition video. Both include multiple analog inputs and outputs, as well as component outputs, HDMI and digital audio. These are expensive and luxury DVRs ideal for analog cable subscribers who want the ability to record free HD signals
over the air. ATI makes the WONDER HDTV, a PCI card for analog TV, digital-to-air TV and free full-quality HDTV in the air. It offers digital video recorder capabilities, with controls for viewing, paused, and recording TV on your computers' hard drive, or for CDs and CDs. In addition to supporting analog cables, the HDTV WONDER features an HDTV antenna that allows
consumers to experience HDTV broadcasts in the air without having to sign up for a cable or satellite service payment. Antenna is used to collect OTA HD transmissions, which can then be recorded Time changes like any DVR system. AVerMedia AVerTVHD MCE A180 - PCI ATSC HDTV and video capture card for free-to-air digital TV and free full-quality reception on HDTV.
This allows a free HDTV over the air on your computer, so you can watch, pause, and record HDTV programs on your computer. To use this card you must buy a separate HDTV antenna. An ATI card runs in Windows XP or In Windows Media Center O/S. The AverMedia card works only with Windows Media Center. Microsoft's Windows Media Center operating system - currently
offered by many computer manufacturers and many of these manufacturers offer an HDTV upgrade to an ATI or Avermedia HD card. The final decision on what type of device you use to record HD broadcasts is driven by many factors, including price, the type of TV service you now have, and your level of comfort on your computer. This is an exciting time for high-definition
recording, and I encourage everyone to explore the different options available to you. (Just remember the HDTV as well!) Skype is capable of making high-definition video calls. HD conversations have clear video quality, audio is synced, and experience is almost as if you're sitting in front of the other person. However, Full-HD Skype calls have some technical requirements. You
need a high-speed smartphone or computer, a high-definition camera and a high-speed system with enough bandwidth (at least 1.5 Mbps). The other Skype caller doesn't also take advantage of your HD call unless it has a high-speed network connection, a high-definition camera, and up-to-date equipment. Instructions in this article apply to Skype version 4.1 or higher for mobile
devices and version 7.0 or higher for Mac and PC. Once you've determined that your setup meets the above requirements, you can activate an HD call from the Skype app or using Skype Online. In the Skype app, click the Calls button in the upper-left corner. Depending on your version of Skype, this button may be called Call. From the contact list, locate the one you want to
invite to the conversation. Select the video button to the left of this contact to immediately play the video call. Follow these steps to make a video call from the Skype website: Go to the Skype website and sign in with the button in the upper-right corner. Click the Calls button. Click the Video Call button to get to your contacts. You can also find the Video Call button in the upper-
right corner of a conversation. If you have an iPhone 5, a 4th generation iPad, or later versions of any of your devices, you can make HD calls using the Skype app. Here's how to do it. Tap the Calls menu from the bottom of the Skype app. Locate the contact you want to start a video call with. Tap the camera icon to the left of the user to call them immediately. Or, tap the name of
the person you can't contact, and then select a video call from the window If your Skype calls aren't HD or aren't running at all, the program may experience performance issues. You'll need to fix some common problems with Skype, but these might be the problem: The Skype version is out of date. Your Internet connection is slow, or other programs may use bandwidth. You don't
have an HD camera. The Skype service may not be below. Grants appropriate permissions to your Skype camera and microphone. Skype.
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